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Friends of the Willis Museum 
Newsletter May 2020 

 
 

 

 
 
Are you missing scenes like this? Let’s hope it won’t be too long before we can see them 
again. This is a Terry Harrison print of May’s Bounty owned by Simon Downham. See 
From the Old to the New – memories of a Basingstoke Bike Ride (part 2) 
 
 
‘The Friends’ was founded in 1978 to “promote, support and improve the Willis Museum.” 
Meetings are held on the third Thursday of the month for ten months of the year, and other events are 

arranged from time to time.  Registered Charity no 280406. 
 

Annual subscription £12. Visitor for one meeting £3 
Your committee: Derek Anthony (Chairman), Shelagh le Marechal (Secretary); Howard Ray (Treasurer plus 
Membership Secretary until May 31st); Isobel Archer; Alistair Craig, (Website) John Hollands (Publicity and 
Newsletter); Barbara Johnson (Membership Secretary from June 1st); Chris Pollard; David Wickens 
(Programme Secretary); Jenny Stevens (Curator, ex officio). 

 
Contacts: phone 01256 322073 (Derek Anthony); email: enquiries@friendsofthewillis.org.uk 

 
This newsletter was edited by John Hollands and proof read by Derek Anthony who distributed the 

paper copies. 
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From the Chairman - Derek Anthony 

 
Welcome to the May issue of our Newsletter.  I do hope that you and your families are keeping well and 
safe during these exceptional times. 
 
Although we have not been able to hold our regular monthly meetings since February your committee has 
been meeting, most recently by Zoom, and we are able to keep in touch with Jenny Stevens, Business 
Manager at the Willis Museum, and other members of the Hampshire Cultural Trust. 
 
The Trust is working hard on plans for the re-opening of its sites to the public.  For more details please read 
the letter from Jenny Stevens on page 12. 
 
How and when we might be able to resume our programme of monthly meetings no-one can say at the 
moment.  But what I can say is that, with the Museum closed for such a long time, with no visitors and 
consequently with no income, the Museum is going to need our support, both personal and financial, as 
never before. 
 
One of the things which your committee has been discussing is the membership subscription for the 
coming year, which is due for payment on 1st July.  It has been decided that this year we will only collect 
£6 per member, half of the prescribed amount.  (Those members who attended the 2019 Annual General 
Meeting will recall that the meeting voted to raise the subscription from £10 to £12, effective from 1st July 
2020.) 
 
Collecting only half of the prescribed amount recognises the fact that we have had to curtail severely our 
programme of monthly meetings.  On the other hand, we do still incur some expenses, such as printing and 
postage, and will wish to be in a position to offer financial support to the Museum once it opens again.   
 
There is nothing for you to do about this at the moment.  As in previous years you will receive a renewal 
letter and payment form at the beginning of July. 
 
Finally, I suggest that those of you who have access to the internet keep an eye on the Friends website at 
www.friendsofthewillis.org.uk and on the Hampshire Cultural Trust websites at 
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www.hampshireculture.org.uk and www.cultureoncall.com/ where you will find interesting features and 
the latest news.     

 
Town Hall Memories: Ted and Dolly Sarbutt, the Town Hall Keepers, by Julie Bath, Guest 
Contributor 
 
My grandparents were Town Hall Keepers when I was a child, so it was my playground. 

On the ground floor was Grandad’s office which had a big safe which was really a small room with very thick doors 
and a wheel that had to be spun to open them. I can remember ladies coming to collect the orange juice and baby 
food which was stored in it just after the end of the Second World War. There was also another one in the ladies’ 
cloakroom exactly the same. There was also a dumb waiter in the office which came up in the small refreshment 
room [above].  

In the meeting room next to the office I remember seeing the Dagenham Girl Pipers when they came to Basingstoke. 

 

 

On Saturdays there were dances in the main hall; my parents would staff the cloakrooms and I would stay in the flat 
with Nanny and be taken through the refreshment room in my pyjamas up to the balcony to see the people dancing.  

Under the Lesser Market was the front door to the flat where the camouflage shop is now; winding stairs went up to 
the flat; halfway up was a door to the cellar. Just along from the front door was another door which people could put 
their bikes in while they were in the Town. They would collect the key from Grandad in his office and bring it back 
when their bike was locked in. Further along still was another door to the cellar; there was also a drinking fountain, 
all in the Lesser Market.  

I was always fascinated with the ladder that went up in the cupboard in the flat. I saw my Father and Grandfather go 
up it and out of the trap door on to the roof. I know my Grandad used to go up into the Clock Tower and go out of a 
door onto a walkway round the clock and collect the pigeons’ eggs; he had to leave one in each nest and get rid of 
the rest; perhaps that’s why they went up the ladder in the flat cupboard.  

I was allowed to go up and watch Grandad wind the clock; it was upstairs and ladders in the Clock Tower with a huge 
pendulum swinging in between. The clock and the chime had to be wound and Grandad would go up on another 
ladder on to the top of the Clock Tower to raise different flags for different events.  Because I was a girl, I was never 
allowed out on top but was allowed to go out halfway up.  

Photo taken at an unknown event in the Town 
Hall probably between the wars. 1. The 
balcony from which Julie would watch the 
dances. 2. Ornate ceiling (now the ceiling of 
the Archaeology Gallery 3. Gasoliers 
converted to electricity; the one survivor now 
hangs above the stairwell. The arrow points 
to a column on the balcony. This can now be 
seen in the Archaeology Gallery. 
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Because I was often with Nanny and Grandad because both my parents worked full time when children’s parties 
were held in the main hall by different organisations I was always invited and there was always Father Christmas and 
I always had a present. 

Grandad used to take me down the cellar and let me watch him stoke the boiler or watch the coal coming through 
the coal hole which was in Church Street. Sometimes I would go down with him and he would go through a trap door 
in the floor. He called it his Rabbit Hole; all I could see was a ladder screwed to the wall which he would go down 
whilst telling me to wait at the top. After a while he would come up with a rabbit. Years later Grandad told me that it 
went to another trap door under the International (where Barclays Bank is today) where the manager would leave 
him a rabbit as it was cool down there. Nanny would skin it and make rabbit pie.  

From Nanny’s kitchen window I used to see the sheep being driven up Wote Street and through a gap by the Trustee 
Savings Bank (now the Heart Foundation Shop). They always told me that they were going to bed there, but when I 
was older, I realised that it was to an abattoir.  

One day Grandad called my Father to the large refreshment room, so I tagged along and there sat in the middle of 
the room was the biggest, hairiest spider I had ever seen. My Father who normally picked spiders up would not go 
near it; he got a broom and swept it into a corner. It turned out it was a banana spider. Payne’s fruit and vegetable 
shop was underneath so they assumed that’s where it came from. I think someone was called in to deal with it. 

Before my Grandparents left the Town Hall, Grandad was told to burn in the boiler all sorts of documents that were 
in pigeon holes down a corridor in the cellar. Grandad showed them to me; they were scrolls with wax seals, all 
written in copperplate writing; there were what seemed like hundreds to me; it took him quite a long time. They 
seemed like bills for jobs done and invoices; Grandad was upset at having to destroy History. 

On Boxing Day, the Hunt used to form up in the Market Square, and Grandad used to take a tray of sherry out to 
them. Later it formed up at the Wheatsheaf. I was allowed to watch from the balcony [above the porch]. I used to 
watch the Mardi Gras from the balcony as well. 

In the Winter Nanny used to have pots of red geraniums along the landing of the stairs leading to the flat, and in the 
summer, she put them in flower boxes all round the balcony on the front of the Town Hall.  

Grandad used to collect the Market Stallholders’ rents and pay these in to the Council Offices. Thursdays were half 
days so the gates to the Town Hall were locked in the afternoon. They were also locked all day on a Sunday. 

 

Your attention is drawn… to the Soper’s alms houses pediment, by John Hollands 

 

 

This pediment was saved for the museum by the late Barbara Applin whom many of you knew. It’s another 
good example of how museums help to preserve parts of our local heritage that could so easily be destroyed 
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otherwise. The pair of alms-houses from which it was rescued was located on Chapel Hill and demolished 
during the town re-development of 
the 1960s. You can just see on the 
photo that the right-hand end 
abutted against the railway bridge, 
leaving a silhouette that can still be 
seen on the bridge’s brickwork. 
This part of the bridge was really 
squeezed in here as it is newer than 
the alms houses dating as it does 
from widening of the railway from 
two tracks to four in the early 
1900s.  

Their founder, ironmonger John 
Burgess Soper, was one of 

Basingstoke’s most successful businessmen, noted for his somewhat belligerent character but also for his 
even-handed generosity in  giving land to both the Church of England and the Roman Catholic Church, and 
also for supporting the Salvation Army against the “Massagainians” during the “Salvation Army Riots” in 
1881 and getting the windows of his house smashed for his pains. He was Mayor in 1889.  

The conditions he set for eligibility to reside in these alms- houses are not known, but the 1911 census 
records that they were occupied by a Mrs Holdaway* and a Mrs Blunden, probably both widows of slender 
means.  

I am indebted to Debbie Reavell for help with this article and for supplying from her collection the two 
historic photos taken in situ. The black and white photo is believed to have been taken by the late Robert 
Brown.  

*No connection, as far as I am aware, with the John Holdaway mentioned in Bill Fergie’s article. 

l 
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An exhibit in the Archaeology Gallery - comments by a geologist, by Graham Bennett, 
guest contributor. 
 
The four Roman funerary urns displayed in this case in the Archaeology Gallery were excavated from a 
Roman cemetery near Worting Road. 
 

 
 
 

The Alice Holt area features in the south east corner of Geological Map Sheet 284 - Basingstoke; thus, the 
Gault Clay (from the Cretaceous Period) was the geological material that was used. When we are allowed 
back in the Willis, you will be able to find a copy of Sheet 284 in the map collection in the Archaeology 
Gallery.  In the meantime, you can access it on the Internet by activating the link for 
www.largeimages.bgs.ac.uk/iip/mapsportal.html?id=1001777.  You may need to zoom in on your 
particular area of interest on this map. 
 
Alice Holt was part of a larger area that also included what is now the Surrey town of Farnham; as 
indicated by the webpage https://archaeologydataservice.ac.uk/archiveDS/archiveDownload?t=arch-281-
1/dissemination/pdf/cba_rr_030.pdf.  Figure 1 on page 3 provides a very reasonable geological sketch of 
the various geological outcrops in the area; the `Malmstone’ should be read as the Upper Greensand.  An 
interactive webpage is available at https://romankilns.net  .   
 
The items of pottery would undoubtedly have been transported along the Roman Road between 
Chichester (Noviomagus Reginorum) and Silchester (Calleva Atrebatum) which passes through what is now 
the eastern side of Basingstoke.  The course of this Roman Road is depicted by a faint dashed line in a 
north-north westerly direction from Upton Grey on Geological Map Sheet 284 - Basingstoke.  An account of 
the detection of this particular Roman Road can be found at the website 
www.hantsfieldclub.org.uk/publications/hampshirestudies/digital/1950s/vol21/Clarke.pdf.   
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  There are reports on the  distinctive grey colour of this pottery on these  webpages: 
https://romanpotterystudy.org.uk/nrfrc/base/index.php?GUID=&fabricCode=ALH%20RE and 
http://potsherd.net/atlas/Ware/AHGW.html as well as the website www.newarchaeology.com/aliceholt.   
, 
An account of the manufacture of Roman pottery can be found on 
www.romanobritain.org/10_crafts/rca_roman_british_pottery.php and 
https://historicengland.org.uk/images-books/publications/iha-roman-medieval-pottery-tile-
production/heag228-roman-medieval-pottery-tile-production/   
 
As such, the pottery industry in the Alice Holt area ceased with the collapse of the Roman Empire, as 
detailed on the webpage www.aliceholtforum.org/history; the Roman pottery industry in what is now the 
Farnham area would undoubtedly also have ceased.  As an aside, a pottery industry became re-established 
in and around the Farnham area in the 16th and 17th centuries and a Farnham Pottery was started by 
Absalom Harris in 1873 as indicated by the history section of the webpage 
https://historicengland.org.uk/listing/the-list/list-entry/1387288. 
 
The first refenced article reported that a significant quantity of evidence of Roman kilns in the Farnham 
area was effectively destroyed in the past on an indiscriminate basis.  The evidence in the other areas 
fortunately did not suffer the same fate when, for instance, major road maintenance works to the A325 
Farnham – Bordon road were executed during 2004/05; the webpage 
https://hampshirearchaeology.wordpress.com/2017/10/23/buried-in-time-and-alice-holt-forest-a-
romano-british-pottery-industry/ provides a reasonably short summary.  If required, other detailed articles 
about archaeological excavations in and around the Alice Holt area are available. 
 
From the Old to The New - Memories of a Basingstoke Bike Ride, (part 2) by Simon 
Downham  

In Part 1 we explored memories associated with my Grandfather and his home in Victoria Park Road before 
it was demolished to make way for a new carpark.  

 

                   Victoria Park Road circa 1970  
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Our cycle journey continues on Dad’s bike. I am secure on his crossbar in my own mini-saddle. We ride 
between All Saints church and Fairfields school. Immediately to our rear is the corner junction of Southern 
Road and Jubilee Road. The house on that spot became one of the earliest Chinese Takeaways in 
Basingstoke. Before that it was unusual to spot anyone of Chinese origin in the locality. 

Ahead of us is a fork in the road and sitting at its centre is a pub or inn called The Bounty. The Bounty is 
positioned like a small fortress there. Could it be hiding something? What lies beyond? Well, this part of 
Basingstoke escaped the town planners and has barely changed over the last 100 years, so, we can explore 
the same treasures now that our ancestors enjoyed in the past. 

The left fork heads up Council Road, leading to some of the oldest sports venues in the town all strung 
along Fairfields Road. There is the Waverley Lawn Tennis Club and the Basingstoke Lawn Bowls Club. They 
sit peacefully side by side like a contented married couple. And they have near neighbours, Castle Field and 
Mays Bounty, a pair of green fields close by. 

I became acquainted with the Waverley Tennis club by the age of nine. I attended Saturday morning tennis 
lessons with Mr Waverly (or so I thought). But, “he is not Mr Waverly”, my mother insisted, “he is Mr 
Linford, his name is Bill Linford” my mother exclaimed. I suppose mother was right but, because he was the 
most prominent face at the Club and acted with great authority, ‘Mr Waverly’ suited him far more than ‘Mr 
Linford’. And anyway, I was rather enthralled by ‘The Man from Uncle’ at the time, so he has always been 
‘Mr Waverly’ to me.  

The cosy green lawns of the twinned tennis and bowls clubs along Fairfields Road were adorned by a 
mature shrubbery. It completely concealed them from the view of anyone approaching either from the 
road or immediate pathway. However, the unmistakable pop-pop sound of tennis balls being smartly 
punched against taut catgut, clearly announced that you were in the right place. In the autumn, rotting 
leaves from the surrounding bushes emitted a very pungent odour. The aroma was not exactly unpleasant 
but it was decidedly adult in nature. On Saturday mornings I soon became accustomed to thick mist, dew 
laden grass and the exotic scent from the shrubbery that greeted me upon arrival for my lessons. I have 
encountered similar smells since then but never one that quite matched the unique aroma associated with 
Mr Waverly.  

However, we digress. Back at the fork in the road, we turn right and it takes us down Bounty Road. As we 
pass The Bounty Pub, a classic blunder by the brewery suddenly comes to mind.  

The brewery once erected a brand-new pub sign with a bold image of HMS Bounty displayed on it. Now, 
any “real local” can tell you that the Bounty Pub has nothing to do with the famous mutiny that deposed 
Captain Bligh. No, this Bounty is an entirely different one. The clue lies behind the walls of the Bounty Pub 
itself. There is hidden treasure behind those walls and that treasure is a cricket ground called May’s 
Bounty. The brewery must have been informed about its significance and once enlightened, they repented 
and changed their ways. The apocryphal ship was removed and replaced with a portrait of Lieutenant 
Colonel John May. It was Colonel May himself who in 1880 purchased the ground (then known as the 
“Folly”) and donated it as a gift to the Basingstoke & North Hants Cricket Club. From that time onward, the 
ground itself was dubbed “May’s Bounty” and the Pub, the Bounty Inn, was named after Colonel May’s 
generous gift (or bounty). 

The four-year-old on Dad’s bike had no idea of the legacy belonging to May’s Bounty. And little did he 
know, how it would happen to shape his teens and early adult life during the years ahead. But history lives 
to tell the story (in part 3). Part 3 will follow in the September issue. 
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The Old Post Office, King’s Worthy, by Bill Fergie 

Many of you will have attended the talk on the traditional buildings of the Worthy villages I gave to the 
Friends on January 16th. My friend and colleague, Edward Roberts, and I have been studying the timber-
framed buildings of the four Worthy villages for the past three years. What started as a fairly informal look 
at a few houses soon blossomed into a significant research project, because it soon became clear that 
many of the ‘listed’ buildings were rather more interesting than their official descriptions suggested. We 
have currently surveyed 24 out of the 25 timber framed buildings. We thought we had finished the 
research work a little while ago, but then the 25th was identified just in time for us to have shut up shop 

because of the coronavirus. 
Left: The building at the beginning 
of the 20th century from an old 
postcard, Courtesy Edward Roberts. 
 
The intention is that we will 
produce a book on the project, and 
we are fortunate that, with the 
exception of that 25th building, the 
work is virtually complete and we 
can do the rest of the work by 
email. We have a publication grant 
from the Hampshire Archives Trust 
and have appointed a graphic 
designer to convert all the research 
into a printable format. 
 
The Old Post Office in Kings Worthy 
is one of the buildings I referred to 

in my talk, and is a good example of a mismatch between its official ‘list’ description and what we found 
when we looked at the interior. The building already has the distinction of being the earliest post office in 
England, and Historic England records that use as being established on March 17th 1845, a little less than 
five years after the issue of the world’s first postage stamp. However, the origins of the building are much 
earlier, and although it has been altered and extended over the years there is substantial evidence in the 
interior for two buildings which date from the late medieval period. 
 
Externally the house reveals only 18th and 19th century detailing, although as the plan indicates there is 
extensive timber framing in the interior and this is very revealing. In the south-western range (facing the 
church) there are two complete bays and a further partial bay of a medieval open hall house (“Structure 
One” on the plan – see below). The most striking evidence for this is the largely intact north-eastern wall, 
the elevation of which has been reconstructed from the surviving evidence. The central bay has soot 
blackened rafters and a large, unglazed, timber framed and mullioned window. The fact that this window 
spans the horizontal timber midrail of the bay is conclusive proof that there was no intermediate floor and 
that it was therefore an open hall. The south-easterly bay appears to have been the service bay of the 
house with a chamber above. The cross passage invariably found at the low end of the medieval hall may 
have been just inside this bay from the evidence of a doorway whose door frame has chamfering around 
the opening. This suggests it may have been an early or original doorway, although it now leads to a later 
cellar. 
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The partial bay on the other side of the hall, which was probably the parlour bay, is rather more 
problematical. As indicated on the plan this bay comprises a separate, but adjoining, timber structure. 
Whether it was built as an 
extension, or as a replacement 
for an earlier bay, cannot be 
determined. It has been 
partially demolished, and this 
may well have happened as 
part of the alterations to the 
building required to turn it into 
the post office, which was 
principally accommodated in 
this corner of the building. A 
dendrochronological 
investigation might be the only 
means of determining the 
relative dates of the frames. 
 
right: the building today. The 
entrance to the Post Office 
was by the door at the side of the 19th century shop window. The Post Office closed in 1966. 
 
 
The medieval story is complicated further by a second two bay timber-framed structure incorporated 
within the northern wing of the house (“Structure Two” on the plan). The roof of the larger bay is heavily 
sooted and it was therefore an open bay. A probable explanation is that this building was a detached 
kitchen/service building, such detached buildings once being common because of the danger of fire. Some 
were of relatively insubstantial construction and not built to last, but this building is well constructed of 

substantial timbers, and while its 
use as a kitchen block is probably 
the most feasible explanation 
there is also the possibility that it 
was a separate simple dwelling, 
comprising an open hall and a 
floored bay. It appears to be of 
similar age to the larger structure 
and to date from the late 15th or 
very early 16th century. 
 
Plan: The dotted outline shows 
the present extent of the ground 
plan of The Old Post Office. The 
two timber framed structures 
within are identified by solid lines. 
 
In the 1750s this substantial 
farmhouse was identified on an 
early map of the village, and it and  

its associated strips in Nashes Field were leased to a James Spearing. Spearing appears to have been a man 
of substance, being a Freeman and twice Mayor of the City of Winchester, although there is no evidence 
that he ever lived in the house. A century later, when the house had become a Post 
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Office, it was the subject of a scandal. The first postmaster, Noah Vincent, was in the habit of walking to 
Winchester on Fridays to bank the week’s takings, and he sometimes stayed over at a hotel where he 
cohabited with one Elizabeth Houghton. One Monday he returned home from Winchester, took to his bed 
and died. He had apparently been poisoned with arsenic but nobody was ever charged with an offence. His 
widow, Mary, subsequently married John Holdaway who had become the postmaster by 1861. His family 

Reconstructed elevation showing the mullioned window of the open hall, and the remaining evidence 
means that the whole elevation can be shown with some accuracy. The doorway shown may well be the 
original entrance to the cross passage, which was therefore located within the service bay. This bay 
appears to have been floored from the start. 
 
continued to run the Post Office until it closed in 1966. The building also housed a postal sorting office and, 
at one time, a bakery. 
 
Sir Laurence Whistler and the Chutes of the Vyne: is there a connection? by Colin Williams 
 
Visiting the parish church at Wootton St Lawrence and viewing the window by Sir Laurence Whistler, the glass 
engraver and younger brother of the Rex Whistler, artist, lover and tank commander killed in Normandy in 1944. The 
church’s information note draws attention to the left-hand panel where space has been left without an engraving to 
frame a view in the graveyard of yew tree planted by Sir Laurence at the grave of his maternal grandfather, the Rev 
Charles Siegg Ward, Vicar of St Lawrence’s from 1876 to 1908. The note mentions that the vicar’s daughter Helen 
Frances Mary [Nell] had married Henry Whistler of Sherborne St John; Henry was acceptable as the husband of a  
vicar’s daughter which suggests that he was of some social standing , so could the Whistler family have been known 
to the Chute family at the Vyne? 
 
Fortunately, a website The Whistler Family of Sherborne St John is available to demonstrate that if not with 
absolute certainty then at least to pose an intriguing possibility. At the time of his marriage to Nell, Rex and 
Laurence’s father, Henry is described as a building contractor and has having been born in Sherborne St John. There, 
before leaving Sherborne, he was apprenticed as a plumber to his father, John (Sir Laurence’s grandfather). John 
would seemingly have been of some substance as the 1871census shows him to be employing fourteen men and two 
boys, a sizeable workforce for a village builder. He had followed his father, also John, who in the 1851 census is a 
plumber and glazier master employing four men. This John had been born in Sherborne in 1830 shortly after his 
parents, again John and Ann had moved there from Theale. So, we have building tradesmen in want of work and as 
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the website speculates “Possibly the Whistler family was attracted to Sherborne St John by the programme of village 
reconstruction that was started by WLW Chute when he became Lord of the Manor in 1827.” 
 
That the Vyne survived as a habitable property and is not left today as an ivy-covered ruin is owed to William Lyde 
Wiggett Chute having inherited and then devoted himself during his ownership (1827-1879) to the rescue of the 
house and the estate. So, we have a property owner in want of building tradesmen and the Whistler family 
immediately to hand. Case made? 
 

An important message from Jenny Stevens, our Venue manager 

Hello Everyone,  

I do hope that you are all well, Covid-19 free and that you continue to cope with Lockdown. 

As I write this, The Willis Museum & Sainsbury Gallery, along with all 23 venues managed by Hampshire Cultural 
Trust, remains closed.  Government Guidelines are indicating that Heritage attractions fall into the category that is 
looking to an easing of Lockdown from the 4th July. This is of course dependent on infection rates remaining low 
and no new spikes.  

However, this does not mean we will all be flinging our doors open on that Saturday. A large amount of work is 
currently taking place across HCT to prepare for this easing of restrictions and to allow a gradual re-opening of 
venues. We are watching what is happening across Europe’s Museums and Galleries, and taking advice and 
guidance from organisations across the sector.  

Paul Sapwell, our CEO, gave an update last Friday evening on our internal communication system. In his video he 
explained that the Trust is looking at a phased re-opening, with some venues opening that weekend and others 
opening over the next month or so as it becomes safe to do so and as long as the relevant safeguards are in place 
both for staff, visitors and volunteers.  This phased re-opening will allow us to allocate available staff and 
everyone will be watching these venues closely to see how the new systems work.  

Concerning The Willis Museum & Sainsbury Gallery, we are looking at the possibility of a partial re-opening in the 
middle of July.  This will allow our exhibition team to take out the current exhibition and install the next one in 
safety. It will also allow myself and my staff team to carry out some much-needed cleaning (how does an empty 
building get so dusty!) and also prepare the museum for, “the new normal” including the installation of Perspex 
screens where required and other safety measures.  

It will not be business as normal; it is likely that we will only open the Sainsbury Gallery initially, for fewer days, 
with a strict one-way system in place and probably entry by pre-booked tickets only so that we can control 
numbers on site. Café Willis will not be re-opening immediately and when it does it will be very different. Sadly, 
we will not be able to run any of our family workshops this summer, instead, we hope to provide ideas and 
activities that people can do at home.  

As and when we have a clearer idea of what the measures will be, we will let you know.  I am currently writing the 
largest, most complex Risk – Assessment I have ever undertaken, and I have written a lot in 26 years in the 
Heritage Business! Our first concern remains everyone’s safety.  

For those who are able, do continue to watch our social media, and HCT’s online blog 
https://www.cultureoncall.com/ which we will continue to update over the coming weeks.  

Please do stay safe everyone.  

Best regards, 

Jenny Stevens, Venue Manager Willis Museum and Sainsbury Gallery 


